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Introduction

All the chapters in this book raise questions, albeit in different ways, regarding the role of Big Data, Artificial intelligence, Machine learning, and block-chain in education using a comparative perspective. However, the discourse surrounding the “value of cutting-edge technology” is not entirely novel, as the socio-political debates regarding the impact of technology on Comparative and International Education have been around since the early 1900s. When radio broadcasting was introduced to the world in the early 1920s, it was heralded as the ‘significant technological advancement that broke down barriers of distance and time’ (Dousay and Janak, 2018, p. 556). While some educators embraced this new technology with enthusiasm, some feared it as a threat to their practice.

This shows that the idea of disrupting education using state-of-the-art technology is not new. From blackboards and typewriters to laptops and mobile devices; and from radio broadcasts to virtual online classrooms, the face of technology has changed drastically with fast-paced innovation, without any significant transformation in the systemic foundation of formal education. Then why the sudden need to consider the societal implications of the latest technological advances? Technological innovations perhaps began with the introduction of the modern library and the use of pencils in the mid-1600s and progressed to the first integration of computers in schools in the 1970s. However, technological advances since the 1970s have accelerated at unprecedented speed due to the developments in digital technologies. The impact that any other past technology could have had on education and society pales in comparison to the potential of computing, artificial intelligence, or blockchain technologies (Mayer-Schönberger & Cukier, 2013).

In this chapter, we posit that disruption is inevitable, and to transcend the disruption, it is necessary that we change our view of education. The idea that education ends once we receive our diplomas is not just obsolete but also dangerous. We live in a world characterised by innovation, uncertainty, and constant change. In such a world, adaptation and continuous learning are essential for survival. Lifelong learning is the key to stay relevant with the changing times. Rapid technological advances have accelerated the pace of the world that we are living in, and it shows no signs of slowing down. We argue that technology is not only altering the material environment, but has transformed the way we live, think, and perceive. Thus, it has also changed the way we absorb information and perceive knowledge.

This chapter presents the nuances and recent research trends spurred by technological advancements that have influenced the education sector and highlights the need to look beyond the technical boundaries using a socio-semiotic lens. With the explosion of available information and digital technologies pervading cultural, social, political as well as economic
spaces, being a lifelong learner is pivotal for success. However, technology on its own is not sufficient to drive this change. For technology to be successful, it should complement individual learning cultures and education systems. This chapter is broadly divided into two main sections. In the first section, we contemplate a vision for the future which is deemed possible based on ongoing digital and computing advancements. The second section elaborates the technological, pedagogical, cultural, and political requirements to attain that vision.

**Vision for the future**

Future insight can be difficult to forecast. There is a tendency to predict the future based on the current norms and ways of being. Education, which is rooted in cultural norms and ways of being, is particularly difficult to forecast. Many education futures have been imagined in tandem with socio-technological developments – technologies that emerge and disruptions these engender. Often these technologies are absorbed into the socio-cultural values and norms of education in ways that augment, rather than disrupt. Lectures in classrooms become video lectures embedded within MOOCs. Multiple-choice assessments become online quizzes. Teachers’ intuitions on which students are likely to pass exams become predictive modelling algorithms. Rather than provoking significant disruption, technological innovations are absorbed into educational systems that evolve incrementally. Ensuring beneficial outcomes in an educational intelligent economy requires a much faster cycle of change.

In 2012, the European Commission invited experts to develop position papers outlining a vision for lifelong learning in 2030 (European Commission, 2013). From the papers submitted, six futuristic visions were selected for further interrogation. These visions imagined a society where knowledge and work evolve rapidly, and people have to learn continually. Rather than following pathways pre-determined by teachers, autonomous learners would make choices about their own learning (Falconer, Littlejohn and McGill, 2013). In some cases, they might opt to join formal courses, but they would not limit themselves to predefined learning experiences to the education system we envision would empower learners to make their own decisions about what, when, and how to learn. Learners would have to be able to learn autonomously and socially. They would consider it natural to set their own goals and to use intelligent, digital systems to help them source learning resources and courses. These resources would be provided by a range of organisations spanning the private, public and third sectors.

Personalised knowledge and learning management would help learners navigate their learning pathways (Misuraca, Broster, and Centeno, 2012) and would also connect them with others who had similar learning goals (Littlejohn, Milligan and Margaryan, 2012). Intelligent, networked systems are needed to enable learners to operate across networked spaces, finding others with similar motivations and needs. These learners contribute to the learning of others not only through direct dialogue and interaction, but also through their digital traces that are collected and analysed using integrative systems (ibid).

Intelligent digital systems offer new means of accreditation through expert consensus and online activity-tracking. Thus, an assessment would be performed by a range of different types of people, including peers and experts in companies, not just by teachers. Smart
algorithms would identify and measure when learning had been achieved, moving towards authentic forms of assessment embedded within, rather than separate from learning processes (Jackson, 2013).

For this sort of vision to become a reality it is not sufficient only to develop and embed technological tools within education systems. Fundamentally new systemic and individual cultures of learning, based on demonstrated capability and ability, have to be engendered (Canonne, 2013). Learners have to be able, cognitively and culturally, to structure their learning through connections with different communities and networks (Littlejohn, Falconer and McGill, 2014). This means learners have to be able to evolve their networks, strengthening links and striking out in new directions, depending on their goals. Thus, they have to understand how to move in and out of networks fluidly, developing close ties in tightly knit groups, recognising that learning requires them continually to develop links to new people and knowledge (ibid).

**What we need to do to achieve that future**

The previous section envisaged a potential future for education fuelled by rapid technological advances, and a gradual shift from the knowledge economy towards an educational intelligent economy. The vision for the future highlights the importance of lifelong learning, placing the learner and learning at the core of an educational journey. This calls for a fundamental shift in the provision of learning facilities, the digital competency skills that prepare learners to survive in an intelligent economy, and the government policies that can bring about systemic changes in the way learners are supported in their lifelong learning activities. In this section, we examine the pedagogical/cultural, technological, and political building blocks that have the potential to reify this vision for the future.

**Digital competency and literacy**

In a future that utilises technologies embodying the educational intelligent economy, as envisioned at the beginning of this chapter, a rapid shift in competencies is needed, matching the pace at which technology is evolving. As we prepare learners, both in schools and in the workforce, for a future that cannot be predicted with any certainty, it becomes critical that the competencies developed are flexible. This flexibility will enable individuals to adapt to new situations, rather than becoming an expert in a narrow field. This is particularly relevant with regards to digital literacy. Leu et al. (2004) described digital literacy as being ‘deictic’, referring to the rapid speed at which skills need to develop to remain literate. While it is possible to become an expert in a particular technology, such as Microsoft Word, this is no longer enough to be considered digitally literate, as word processing technology advances at an almost constant rate. The competency that is required is not the ability to use a particular tool, but the ability to learn to use new tools quickly (Leu et al., 2013).

This need for digital literacy becomes increasingly apparent when considering the shift of different education systems around the world to more technologically based ecosystems. In the field of higher education, many universities have begun to convert their classes into offerings on MOOC platforms, such as Kyoto University on the edX platform or Stanford University on Coursera (“KyotoUx,” n.d.; “Stanford University Online Courses,” n.d.). This
move could, in theory, open up much of the world’s leading knowledge, removing barriers such as high tuition fees. The increased availability of knowledge is an important step towards the vision of this chapter. Nonetheless, these opportunities can only be capitalised upon by those with the digital competencies required to effectively find and use such systems (Littlejohn and Hood, 2018).

Primary and secondary education has also seen a move towards the integration of digital systems into their supporting scaffolding. Blended learning, where learning is structured around the use of complementary online and offline activities, is becoming more common in pedagogical innovations, such as the flipped classroom (McLaughlin et al., 2014). Platforms to provide a potentially lifelong record of learning endeavours at different institutes are also beginning to become embedded in national education systems. Finland, for example, has developed peda.net: a platform that institutions of all types can use to create, distribute and manage content (Koskela, 2018). The premise of peda.net is to create a single record of education that can be a resource and reference for individuals throughout their lifespan. These types of platforms, if integrated across countries, hold the potential to enable comparisons of international educational systems based on big data generated by students and institutions alike. Currently, international comparisons such as the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) and the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) (Mullis et al., 2016; OECD, 2016), focus primarily on the results of standardised tests. Big data from an integrated system could afford more nuanced comparison, including educational data that expands beyond the formal education system, for example from workplaces.

As educational technology evolves it is also likely that digital literacy will rely on incorporating competencies that are often considered separate, such as communication (Voogt et al., 2013). Recent research has suggested that online courses that are designed with social elements are significant predictors of educational attainment (Rienties and Toetenel, 2016). Wegerif (2015) suggested that online platforms can become dialogic spaces for people from different backgrounds to come and share knowledge, perspectives, and create insights. Nonaka and Konno (1998) suggest that a place such as this is similar to the Japanese concept of ‘ba’: a physical, mental, virtual space where emerging relationships form and enable the creation of knowledge. Digital platforms already hold the potential to be examples of ‘ba’. For these spaces to enable effective education, nonetheless, competence in being able to use the digital platform is not enough, as critical thinking and communication are also essential and can be considered parts of digital literacy in an educational intelligent economy.

The skills needed for digital literacy are similar to those that have always been needed for a society where information has been exchanged through in-person discussion and written documents. However, there are several additional skills that become even more fundamental, particularly critical thinking, as information can be created and distributed by anyone. In the past, a printed book needed at least to be reviewed by an editor, but in modern times anyone can create a website or blog to spread their views to a wide audience (Coiro and Dobler, 2007). It is essential that learners, both in school and the workplace, develop skills to be able to critically reflect on information they receive to intelligently use that knowledge and create new ideas. National curricula in schools are beginning to reflect this shift, such as in the Australian Curriculum (Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority, n.d.).
Australian Curriculum specifically states students must learn to use ICT effectively and appropriately to access, create and communicate information and ideas, solve problems and work collaboratively in all learning areas at school and their lives beyond school. However, many other countries fail to reflect this shift in focus in their curricula (Leu et al., 2011).

In addition to digital literacy, learners who have been empowered to follow personalised lifelong learning pathways will require the ability to regulate their education. Self-regulation of learning is a complex skill that has several dimensions, such as goal setting and assessment of learning strategies employed (Zimmerman, 2002). As such, there runs the risk that increasingly open educational opportunities will privilege those who have already cultivated metacognitive skills, widening the gap between those from advantaged and disadvantaged backgrounds (Allison and Hood, 2018). While this self-regulation is clearly needed in an educational intelligent economy, it is not always included in frameworks of 21st-century skills (Binkley et al., 2012; Voogt et al., 2012).

Technological advancements, nonetheless, have begun to address potential imbalances in self-regulation, as various software tools have emerged to scaffold these thought processes (Killi et al., 2016; Zhang and Quintana, 2012). These interfaces usually help students to regulate their own work via prompts delivered at the right time. Ensuring that any large-scale technological educational systems incorporates these affordances will be vital to minimising the digital divide.

Big data-based analytics also hold potential to facilitate intelligent self-regulation in the future. As highlighted by a report jointly written by the International Labour Organisation, Cedefop, the European Training Foundation, and the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (ILO, Cedefop, ETF, and OECD, 2017), the needs of current labour markets could be available to learners by extracting data from job advertisements and databases of workers’ skills. Having this information about the potential market value of different skills could enable learners to make informed choices about where to focus their developmental efforts. Also, learning analytics techniques could allow learners to have visualised feedback on their learning strategies and patterns as input for assessing their learning.

Technology
As discussed in the digital literacies section, our education curriculum is evolving to cater to the needs of a changing world. In this section, we examine the technological advances that have inspired and in some cases mandated this change, and critically review the advantages and challenges associated with it. Despite the flurry of scientific literature and academic discourse surrounding the role of technology in education, there is a lack of common understanding about the core concepts of artificial intelligence, big data, machine learning, learning analytics, and blockchain. In this section, we illustrate our understanding of each of these concepts, by delving into the discussion of the opportunities and challenges that they present, and the role they play in realising the vision for the future of learning in an educational intelligent economy.

**Opportunities and Challenges of big data and artificial intelligence in education (AIED)**

Due to the rapid evolution of the big data concept and proliferation of associated technology, a universal definition of big data is yet to emerge. However, there have been constant efforts to revise the definitions to accommodate the dynamic nature of big data. Based on the synthesis of all the contemporary interpretations of big data, De Mauro et al. (2015) have proposed a new definition that accounts for information, technology, methods, and impact of big data:

> “Big Data represents the information assets characterised by such a High Volume, Velocity and Variety to require specific technology and analytical methods for its transformation into Value.” (ibid, p.103)

In the context of big data, volume refers to the massive amount of data available online. Administrative data such as student records or performance statistics, learning analytics data collected from online learning platforms such as clickstream data, online behavioural data, and data collected from networked sensors from the Internet of Things are typical examples of the large volume of educational data that can be obtained, stored, and analysed. The volume of data created is on the rise due to the increasing number of learners engaging with Open Educational Resources (OER), Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), and education management systems. According to the ICEF Monitor, enrolment in MOOC platforms alone surpassed 35 million students in 2015 (ICEF, 2016). Increase in the number of online learners naturally increases the rate of data generation. Velocity refers to the rate of data creation. One example of high-speed data creation is 'clickstream data' which are generated as students interact with course platform tools, content and with their peers through online discussion forums. Data created in the form of text messages (including Twitter feeds), images, or audio content during these interactions may be collected, processed, and stored in a meaningful way to allow for intelligent analysis. Data is generated rapidly and requires specialised technology for storage and retrieval. Variety describes the diversity of big data sources, such as images, textual data, tweets, and click-stream data. Data from these sources are often unstructured and even within the same source varies widely. For example, educational data could be in various formats such as video, audio, graphics, or simulations.

Big data techniques associated with analysing large volumes of complex varied learning data are being used by the emerging field of learning analytics in education (Siemens and Long, 2011). Analysis of student data to measure learning indicators is undoubtedly not a new practice. However, with advances in big data technology the field of learning analytics has
gained momentum among education researchers (Williamson, 2017). With the potential for personalisation and targeted learning, learning analytics platforms have significantly influenced the enhancement of formal (Rienties and Toetenel, 2016; Siemens, 2013; Toetenel and Rienties, 2016) and informal education (Siadaty, Gašević, and Hatala, 2016), especially the lifelong learning community (Horrigan, 2016). How to efficiently use technology to support lifelong learners has been an ongoing discussion within the learning analytics community for a long time now. However, Kopper and Tatershall (2004) argue that specific characteristics of lifelong learners, such as their ability to self-direct their learning paths, should be considered before developing technological systems to support their learning.

Apart from big data and learning analytics, artificial intelligence has a significant role to play in an educational intelligent economy (Roll and Wylie, 2016). John McCarthy first coined the term 'artificial intelligence' during the Dartmouth conference (McCarthy et al. 1955). At its inception phase, artificial intelligence (AI) referred to the science of programming a machine to act intelligently, mimicking the actions of a human. It was during this conference that the concepts of neural nets, language simulation, complexity theory, and the relation of randomness to creative thinking crystallised to form the science of AI. Like big data, the term ‘artificial intelligence’ has been clouded by fragmentation (Brachman, 2006) and lack of universal understanding (Wang, 2008). Wang (2008) emphasises a strong need to agree upon a working definition for AI to have a guiding focus for AI research. Based on a thorough review of the literature, Wang proposed that the term AI can be used to refer to anything that is ‘followed by the human mind, can be followed by computer systems, is not followed by traditional computer systems (p.372, 2008). Thus, it can be asserted that AI refers to the technological ability of any machine to visualise and learn from a large volume, variety, and velocity of data through pattern recognition, natural language processing, or other techniques that give an illusion of intelligence. Based on this definition, there are a plethora of examples of artificial intelligence being used in contemporary educational settings in the form of pedagogical agents (Veletsianos and Russell, 2013), authoring tools and ontologies (Blessing et al., 2018), and gamification of learning (Manske and Conati, 2005).

Despite the technocentric claims in favour of artificial intelligence and big data to revive traditional education systems, success has been more difficult than anticipated and there are a number of problems limiting their applications. These challenges are not just restricted to the intricacies of sourcing, storing and analysing big data, but extend into much more profound levels of ethical, legal and social implications. Learning data can be obtained from multiple sources such as LMS data, social media data, or administrative data. To enable comparability, data must have standardised quantitative and qualitative indicators that offer insights for fair usage in policy and practice. Other issues relate to the assumptions underlying the interpretation of the data. One danger is the over-simplification of the complex interpretation and analysis processes. Gathering micro-level learner data is complicated, not only because the variables are complex, but also because it requires intensive data-gathering and real-time analysis. The available data is limited to online learner activity, with evidence of offline activity and cognitive development often unavailable. Moreover, there are significant ethical implications associated with the use of student data (Slade and Prinsloo, 2013), such as transparency, consent, and rights to seek redress. Concerns over data ownership, privacy, and digital exclusion brought about by algorithmic biases are the major challenges associated with artificial intelligence in education that need to be addressed:
1) Data Ownership:
One of the most debated questions regarding the vast repositories of unstructured and multi-formatted data is, ‘who owns this big data?’ (Nielsen 2014). This question becomes especially vital in a future where lifelong learning would be the norm, where an ownership battle would ensue between corporate institutions that capture learner data and the individuals whose data is being tracked. Since these challenges of the digital age are relatively recent, the laws and policies regulating such issues are still in their infantile stage, and hence must be deliberated with extreme caution. In one of the rulings of the Court of Justice of the European Union, an individual’s right to be forgotten was upheld over the company’s property rights, even though the company had made a huge investment in collection of that data (European Commission 2014). This highlights the ethical conundrum regarding ownership of data. Does it belong to those who have collected it or to whom it is collected from? Even if the EU ruling that data belongs to the individual is taken as a precedent, episodes such as the Facebook and Cambridge Analytica scandal has made it clear that individuals do not fully comprehend the intricacies of data captured from their online activities, let alone possess the skills to be prudent about its ownership. Future policies governing the ownership of educational data must be mindful of these ethical concerns.

2) Data Privacy:
Educational institutions that capture learner data justify it under the pretext of providing personalisation of learning preferences and adaptive recommender systems. The traditional privacy measures resorting to consent mechanisms lack the transparency needed for educational data (D’Acquisto et al. 2015). The consent procedures adopted in such cases are reduced to a mere tick-box activity, where the terms and conditions are presented in convoluted legalised terms, leaving the learner feeling less in control over their data. Although there are laws in place, such as the right to object to the possession of one’s data, it is very rarely exercised. Learners must be made aware of their rights, and emphasis must be placed on user control and transparency. The European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) that came into effect May 2018, is an important step in the direction of strengthening online privacy rights in response to the ‘technological progress and globalisation that have profoundly changed the way our data is collected, accessed and used’ (European Commission, 2012). GDPR takes an innovative approach to the traditional concept of ‘consent’ and ‘personal data’, by accentuating the role of transparency, and mandating data controllers to communicate ‘in a concise, transparent, intelligible and easily accessible form, using clear and plain language’ (EU GDPR - Art.12, 2015). Apart from transparency, the GDPR also mandates ‘data protection by design and default’ (EU GDPR, 2015b). Thus, any data collection activity will have to account for encryption, and anonymization of data. For achieving the vision for the future of lifelong learning, such legal and technological solutions pertaining to data privacy should form the crux of educational political discourse.

3) Digital exclusion due to algorithmic biases:
Despite measures taken to ensure data privacy and transparent processes, it is important to recognise that complete transparency is difficult to achieve due to the machine learning algorithms that underpin any technology. Burrell (2016) contends that algorithms are inherently opaque, and it is impossible to have a clear idea of the trajectory traversed by the algorithm in arriving at classification decisions. She further asserts that the opacity of
algorithmic decision making is further clouded by the imperfect knowledge about the inputs used by the algorithm. This is especially dangerous when it comes to education systems, because biased inputs, such as missing data on certain sections of the society, may further increase the societal divide. For example, the digital inclusion evidence project carried out by AgeUK in 2013 revealed that approximately 8 million adults in the UK are offline (Green and Rossall 2013). O’Neil (2016) warns about the perils of digital exclusion, as she asserts that algorithms used to analyse big data ‘tend to punish the poor’ (ibid, pg.8). When we envision a future of lifelong learning supported by intelligent algorithms, they play a key role in opening access to learning opportunities, better job prospects, and effective social interactions. Thus, digital exclusion means large proportions of society are under-represented in terms of their needs and expectations. To circumvent these challenges, it is imperative that educational policies account for the digital inclusion of learners from all strata of society.

**Opportunities and challenges of Blockchain in Education**

Any discussion about the future of education in an era dominated by complex technologies is incomplete without the mention of blockchain technology. The term blockchain refers to a public decentralised trustless ledger that does not require a central authority for regulating the transactions but is powered by algorithmic policing between networked nodes. Satoshi Nakamoto coined the term in 2008, to refer to the technology underpinning the alternative currency called Bitcoin. Since then there has been an increasing interest in the concept of the blockchain, mainly because of its affordances of precision, security, and data integrity for transactions on a global and universal scale, which as discussed above, was previously deemed impossible. After cryptocurrency and smart contracts garnered significant interest both from the academic and industrial community, the applications of blockchain in education are now being explored as part of the blockchain 3.0 wave (Swan, 2015).

United Kingdom's Open University was among the first to recognise the potential of blockchain in education, as their innovating pedagogy report listed it as one of the top ten innovations to influence education (Sharples et al., 2016). An important study in this context was carried out by European Commission's Joint Research Centre (JRC). An imperative conclusion of this study was that although the role of blockchain in education is still at the ‘infancy’ stage, the blockchain technology offers significant possibilities from a social perspective such as ‘self-sovereignty, trust, transparency and provenance, immutability, disintermediation, and collaboration’ (Grech and Camilleri, 2017, p.8). As per the JRC report, blockchain technology is posited to help secure and permanent storage of records, to enable educational institutes to issue reliable certificates, and to track lifelong learning achievements without any reliance on a central authority for validation. Although there is an increasing body of scientific literature examining the potential of blockchain in education (Chen et al., 2018; Sharples and John, 2016), one of the major limitations is that majority of the research in this area is concentrated on security and privacy, and little attention is given to increasing the scalability of blockchain (Yli-Huumo et al., 2016). In her book ‘Blockchain – blueprint for a new economy’, Swan (2015) categorises the challenges associated with blockchain in three broad categories: technical, business models, and public perception. Technical challenges such as issues of latency, wasted resources, and usability may restrict the large-scale implementation of blockchain technologies in education, but research is underway to address these challenges.
Government Policies

As technology, big data, and learning analytics are harnessed to empower more personalised and tailored educational experiences; several ethical issues arise that require careful consideration from the perspective of government and organisational policies. This section will examine several of the ethical concerns that are inherent in the vision described at the beginning of this chapter, before making recommendations for how government policies should address these issues to safeguard the rights of learners.

Linked closely to the topic of algorithm bias is the idea of inclusion and exclusion on digital platforms. As previously mentioned, an algorithm can only produce recommendations on the data available to it, and this can lead to valuable offline data not being taken into consideration when personalising education. As described in the vision that began this chapter, an educationally intelligent society would potentially move away from education being viewed as a formal process, embracing the value of a variety of ways to develop, such as learning on the job or taking part in any kind of problem-solving activity. Systems to support educational activities are increasingly evolving to incorporate big data, but the data currently available captures little of these alternative modes of education. Publicly available social media could be one source of this kind of information, but the use of social media data in this way contains many ethical dimensions on what can be harvested, especially from potentially private platforms such as Facebook. Given public outrage on social media platforms collecting data when not expressly permitted (Kleinman, 2018), and the introduction of more strict government regulations on data use (European Commission, 2016), careful consideration must be given to the use of any user data. While there are many benefits to the individual, it is vital that learners can carefully control the use of their data. This in itself is a difficult reality to realise, needing both technological tools that empower learners to control what parts of their data can be used, and learners who have the competencies needed to do this effectively in an informed manner. From a systems perspective, this need for ethical data use can make the difficulties that arise from missing data more pronounced, as users will likely grant different levels of access. This could lead to increased bias in digital systems supporting education, perhaps providing better recommendations or experiences for those who share more data.

As educational systems are increasingly supported by digital tools, there may be unintended social issues that arise. Cyberbullying, for example, has emerged in recent years as a significant problem (Dalla Pozza et al., 2016). The integration of social media data into lifelong educational support systems, therefore, becomes a double-edged sword: big data could perhaps be used to identify cases where issues such as cyber-bullying are arising, but equally could introduce additional opportunities for unintended social difficulties. The scope and role of any technological advancement for enabling an educational intelligent economy must be well defined, as platforms could easily be used for purposes other than intended. This would require active communication between government institutions, the private sector, and the public sector. However, government policies can only protect the rights of citizens when the government is fully informed on the latest developments.

Similar opportunities and dilemmas also arise when considering the use of data created through the increasing integration of technology into everyday life. For example, the use of
geographical data could advise on the need to develop skills that are currently missing in a person’s immediate workplace, based on the educational profiles of those located in a similar area. In an extreme version of this future, conversations overheard by devices could even be analysed to produce recommendations. The ethical issues that arise here, particularly involving informed consent, are complex. Data security adds an additional dimension to this discussion, as personal information could be used for nefarious purposes if not properly safeguarded. Governments and institutions, therefore, have a responsibility to not only be actively aware of what data is being collected and used for educational purposes, but to actively invest in technology such as blockchains that could add an extra layer of security to data storage.

Closely linked to informed consent is the issue of data ownership (Ruppert, 2015; Slade and Prinsloo, 2013). While governments have collected the data of their citizens for centuries, the production of data that is now collected, stored, and analysed by private corporations is common as it is generated through use of commercial products. This shift towards private corporations holding vast amounts of data on the interests and habits of populations means that who owns data is a question central to current debates on big data and technology. Data could be harnessed to allow learners to make informed choices and decisions on their educational pathways if visualised in a way that is easy to understand and interpret (Arnold and Pistilli, 2012). If a corporation or research team owns the big data generated through use of publicly available products, such as the Google search engine, then creating these visualisations is purely a technical problem. However, if data generated is owned exclusively by the individual creating the data then collecting specific permission on how it can be used is an increasingly difficult task (Willis, Slade, and Prinsloo, 2016). Additionally, the data of multiple people are often required to allow data to become meaningful information, for example, by providing descriptive statistics of a given population as a reference for your data, or producing predictive models based on the behaviours of a large number of people. Should data be partially owned by the government in that case, ensuring that it can be used for the good of its population? Or by the companies whose tools generate and automatically analyse the data of many? There is no clear answer on who owns data, and several dimensions must be considered, including practical limitations, the amount of good that can come from its use by certain parties, and the potential damage that could be inflicted on the individual from whom the data arises.

Currently, legislation appears to be tending towards protecting the rights of individuals, for example by explicitly granting a person the ability to delete their data if they should consider it inappropriately used (European Commission, 2016). Although attitudes towards many of the ethical issues raised here will vary greatly according to cultural norms across the world, it would be beneficial for governments to cooperate. It is likely that digital platforms for educationally intelligent workforces will cross geographical boundaries, for example, as platforms to support MOOCs currently do (KyotoUx, n.d.; Stanford University Online Courses, n.d.). If issues arise, such as abuse of data privacy, it is unlikely to be clear where legal jurisdiction lies, and so the more cooperation that occurs between governments, hopefully with an aim to align policies where possible, the smoother problems are likely to be resolved. Resources such as Europass (Cedefop, 2018) represent current efforts to begin aligning educational and vocational systems to allow easier movement of citizens. Support should also be provided to programmes that allow representatives of educational systems to spend time
abroad to understand the issues faced by other countries, and solutions that have been implemented. Programmes such as the Fulbright Teacher Exchange provide examples of how such exchange initiatives can broaden the horizons of participants and work towards an exchange of understanding at a grass roots level (IIE, 2018). This kind of alignment could prove beneficial to governments looking to develop an ethical educational ecosystem.

Integration of systems between countries could also lead to governments having access to big data gathered across nations for comparison. This approach could provide a more nuanced understanding of the differences between the performance of different educational systems in contrast to current comparisons such as PISA and TIMSS (Meyer and Benavot, 2013; Mullis et al., 2016; OECD, 2016). For example, the marriage of behavioural data captured while using learning management systems with standardised global assessment data could highlight strengths and weaknesses of various educational systems (Steiner-Khamsi, 2004). Nonetheless, while alignment of educational platforms could produce more detailed analysis, the limitations of learning analytics described earlier should be kept in mind by any government assessing weaknesses and strengths of different systems.

An additional consideration for governments, as highlighted in the competencies section of this chapter, is the need for ensuring that a population is educated on relevant skills and ethical dimensions of society’s educational systems as they advance. Several competencies are needed for a population to succeed in the 21st century (Voogt et al., 2013). An essential part of this is to learn about data and privacy to allow learners to make informed decisions (Berendt et al., 2017). An important way that the topics here should influence government policy is through the primary and secondary school curriculums. Nevertheless, efforts to educate on these important aspects of society should not be limited to just formal education. The majority of the population has already left formal education, but are equally in need of courses on the importance of data ownership, transparency, and consent. Workplaces and community centres should be supported by the government to reach those no longer in formal education.

Governments need to play several roles as technology advances to allow a more flexible lifelong educational journey. If all citizens are not equipped with the basic competencies to adapt to new technologies and the skills required to succeed, then inequalities in society will become emboldened. Governments must place careful consideration on how educational budgets are spent to best enable equity in the creation of opportunities through education. Also the government must take an informed and active part in discussions on the ethical dimensions of technologies supporting education. This is likely to involve close cooperation between government and those involved in creating technology, as otherwise, the government is unlikely to be able to contribute meaningfully (Griffin, 2018).

Conclusion

The United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organisation defines education as the ‘means to empower children and adults alike to become active participants in the transformation of their societies, (by focusing on) values, attitudes and behaviours which enable individuals to learn to live together in a world characterised by diversity and pluralism’. 
As we move towards an educationally intelligent society there is a paradigm change in education spurred by social, cultural, and political shifts. The new technologies that offer individuals the opportunity to self-direct their learning journeys, and the ability to access and evaluate information as per their needs are reshaping the role of education in society. Education is not just restricted to delivery of information, but the ability to transform that information into knowledge that will enable the learner to navigate the complexities of the changing world. In an open and democratic society education is a lifelong activity, where every individual should be prepared to take advantage of the learning opportunities. We live in a society where knowledge is tacit, continually adapting, and action lead. Thus, preparing individuals for continuous lifelong learning should be the primary focus of education in an educational intelligent economy.

Further research is called for to theorise the complex interactions between humans and technology, which would lay the foundations of an intelligent curriculum that strives to make these interactions more efficient for the individual as well as the society. In conclusion, it can be posited that survival in an educational intelligent economy calls for awareness of higher-order social and digital skills, and appropriate regulatory practices. It also highlights the increasing demand for inculcating a culture of digital awareness in educational institutions. It inculcates an impetus to create a learning culture that will educate a digitally competent generation, who is not only able to communicate with and modify technology efficiently, but also will understand the political economy and inherent biases of the digital world, thus equipped to competently serve their role as a digital citizen.
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